ABSTRACT Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) is a powerful technique widely used to explore conformational states and transitions of biomolecular assemblies in solution. For accurate model reconstruction from SAXS data, one promising approach is to flexibly fit a known high-resolution protein structure to low-resolution SAXS data by computer simulations. This is a highly challenging task due to low information content in SAXS data. To meet this challenge, we have developed what we believe to be a novel method based on a coarse-grained (one-bead-per-residue) protein representation and a modified form of the elastic network model that allows large-scale conformational changes while maintaining pseudobonds and secondary structures. Our method optimizes a pseudoenergy that combines the modified elastic-network model energy with a SAXS-fitting score and a collision energy that penalizes steric collisions. Our method uses what we consider a new implicit hydration shell model that accounts for the contribution of hydration shell to SAXS data accurately without explicitly adding waters to the system. We have rigorously validated our method using five test cases with simulated SAXS data and three test cases with experimental SAXS data. Our method has successfully generated high-quality structural models with root mean-squared deviation of 1~3 Å from the target structures.
INTRODUCTION
The biological functions of many biomolecules involve dynamic transitions between different conformational states. Despite recent progress, it remains difficult to capture all conformational states of large biomolecules by highresolution techniques like x-ray crystallography and NMR. Instead, low-resolution techniques including cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (1) and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) (2) (3) (4) are increasingly used to investigate large biomolecular assemblies. These techniques, however, can only provide nanometer-resolution pictures of biomolecular structures. Computer modeling is needed to deduce atomic details of biomolecular conformations.
SAXS is a well-established technique (2,3,5-7) that measures the orientationally averaged x-ray scattering intensity of biomolecules in solution. It has the following major advantages: first, it does not require special sample preparation and is fairly easy and fast to conduct; second, it can probe the structure and dynamics of biomolecular assemblies under various physiological conditions inaccessible to alternative techniques. However, SAXS data contain much less information than x-ray crystallography and cryo-EM (the SAXS intensity profile is one-dimensional whereas x-ray and cryo-EM data are three-dimensional). Thus, SAXS is often used to measure the overall size and shape of biomolecules. Recently, SAXS data have been integrated with computational algorithms and other structural data to aid protein structure prediction (8) (9) (10) and model protein assemblies (4, (11) (12) (13) .
Based on the molecular shape reconstructed from SAXS data (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , biomolecular assemblies can be modeled by rigidly fitting known high-resolution structures of individual components into the molecular shape of the assembly (19) . However, if there are significant conformational changes during the assembling process, flexible fitting must be used to allow structural changes within each component. The flexible fitting of a high-resolution structure to the low-resolution data of SAXS or cryo-EM is often done by domain segmentation followed by the fitting of each domain as a rigid body (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Such methods depend on a subjective and error-prone partition of a biomolecule into rigid domains and ignore coupled motions between domains that may be functionally important.
The flexibility of biomolecules can be modeled by coarsegrained models using simplified representations of biomolecular structures. A variety of coarse-grained models (28) have been developed to simulate protein conformational dynamics with high efficiency. For example, the elastic network model (ENM) (29) (30) (31) represents a protein structure as a network of C a atoms with neighboring ones connected by springs with a uniform force constant (32) . The ENM-based normal mode analysis (NMA) has been widely utilized to flexibly fit high-resolution structures to low-resolution structural data (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) , or satisfy a few pairwise distance constraints (42, 43) . In particular, it was successfully used to flexibly fit an x-ray structure to an atomic pair distribution function (PDF) (41) . This technique was later improved to take into account a hydration shell around the protein (44, 45) . Despite great success, the previous ENMbased flexible fitting methods are limited in accuracy because they usually use only a few (2~3) lowest normal modes solved from ENM (41, 44) . As shown in one study, the lowest 20 modes only contribute %50% of the total conformational change in four test cases (myosin, calmodulin, NtrC, and hemoglobin, see Petrone and Pande (46) ). Furthermore, it is well known that the lowest normal modes are less accurate for describing small local conformational changes (like rearrangement of helices inside a densely packed region) than large global ones (like domain motions) (31) .
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is capable of modeling the dynamics of biomolecules at both global and local scales. Recently, several MD-based methods have been introduced for cryo-EM fitting with full flexibility. The common strategy of these methods is to bias the MD simulation toward a conformation that optimally fits the cryo-EM data by using a biasing potential function (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . The application of these methods to the fitting of low-resolution structural data, however, has been limited by the high computational cost of running MD simulations for large biomolecular systems. Recent efforts to improve simulation efficiency include a study that combined SAXS data with coarse-grained simulations to characterize the assembly states of a kinase (52) .
To achieve both accuracy and efficiency in the flexible fitting of SAXS data, we propose what we believe to be a new coarse-grained method with the following novel features:
First, it is based on a modification of the ENM energy that uses harmonic interactions to maintain pseudobonds and secondary structures, and anharmonic interactions between nonbonded beads to allow nonbonded residues to move apart readily (53) . As a result, large global structural changes can be sampled without distorting local structures.
Second, it optimizes a pseudoenergy that combines various terms of the modified ENM energy with a SAXSfitting score and a collision energy that penalizes steric collisions (see Methods). Unlike previous flexible fitting efforts using the lowest few normal modes (34, 35) , our approach effectively utilizes all normal modes so that both global and local structural changes can be accurately modeled. Meanwhile, overfitting is controlled by properly using a fitting termination criterion.
Third, it models the protein-surrounding hydration shell implicitly by combining each residue and its nearby ''water glob'' into a composite glob (see Methods), which accurately accounts for the contribution of hydration shell to experimental SAXS data without explicitly adding waters. In this way, we can maintain a minimal system size and avoid unwanted interference and hindrance to protein motions by water molecules.
Our method is applicable to the fitting of various lowresolution structural data. Recently, it has been successfully used to flexibly fit a high-resolution protein structure into a given cryo-EM map (53) . Here we apply it to the flexible fitting of SAXS data, which is considerably more challenging because SAXS data contain much less information than cryo-EM maps and there is additional contribution from hydration shell.
We have validated our method using five test cases with simulated SAXS data (54) and three test cases with experimental SAXS data. This study is, to our knowledge, the first one that attempts to flexibly fit experimental SAXS data directly (rather than using SAXS data as a filter for pregenerated structural models, see Grishaev et al. (55) ). This endeavor is much more challenging than fitting simulated SAXS data due to experimental noises and errors. We have shown that our method works well for both simulated and experimental SAXS data, and it compares favorably with an alternative flexible fitting technique based on NMA (34, 35) .
METHODS

Modified elastic network model
A coarse-grained elastic network model (ENM) is constructed from the atomic coordinates of a protein crystal structure. Each residue is represented by a bead located at the C a atom.
The original form of the ENM potential energy (32) is
where d ij is the distance between beads i and j, and d ij , 0 is the value of d ij given by the crystal structure, q(x) is the Heaviside function, R c is the cutoff distance chosen to be 10 Å following our previous study (53) , and C ij is the force constant of the spring between beads i and j. C ij can be set to a uniform constant for all residue pairs (30), or two different values for bonded and nonbonded residues (56), or can be allowed to vary as a function of distance d ij , 0 (57) . The unit of C ij can be arbitrarily chosen without changing the modeling results.
To allow nonbonded beads to move apart readily while maintaining pseudobonds and secondary structures, we have modified the ENM energy in Eq. 1 to the form (named mENM energy) (53) 
where E b is the pseudobonded energy (P b is the set of pseudobonded bead pairs, the bonded force constant C b ¼ 10), and E SS is the nonbonded energy that maintains the secondary structures of a-helices and b-strands (P SS is the set of C a atom pairs that are either in an a-helix with a sequential offset %4, or in a b-strand with a sequential offset %3; the associated force constant C SS ¼ 1 
where N is the number of residues, M is the number of water molecules, and F i or F j represents the coarse-grained form factor of a residue (1 % i,j % N) or a water molecule (N < i,j % NþM), which have been calculated in Yang et al. (58) by approximating a group of spherical atoms in a residue (or a water molecule) as a ''glob''. The value d ij is the distance between the C a atom of residue i (or the oxygen atom of water molecule i) and the C a atom of residue j (or the oxygen atom of water molecule j). The hydration shell is constructed by submerging a protein in a preequilibrated water box and keeping those water molecules whose oxygen atom is at a minimal distance of 3.5 Å~6.5 Å from the C a atoms (58) . To further reduce system size and computing cost, we have developed an implicit model of the hydration shell, which combines residue i and its nearby water glob (comprised of those water molecules whose nearest residue is residue i) into a composite glob (see Fig. 1 ). The coarse-grained form factor of a composite glob is calculated as
where F i is the coarse-grained form factor of residue i (58) and f i is the coarse-grained form factor of the water glob near residue i (termed water glob i). D i is the distance between the center of electron density distribution in residue i and the geometric center of water glob i. Note that w ¼ dr w /r w is the relative contrast of hydration shell, where r w ¼ 0.334 e/Å 3 is the electron density of pure water, and dr w is the contrast of hydration shell that can be adjusted to optimize the fitting of experimental SAXS data (54) . The value w usually varies from 0 to 10%.
The key to our implicit model is to use Eq. 6 without explicitly adding any water to the system. To this end, we must estimate two key parameters of water glob i-its geometric center position (denoted as P i ) and the average number of water molecules in water glob i (denoted as n i ). To determine these two parameters, we sample the region accessible to the water molecules of water glob i (denoted as R i ) that must satisfy the following two conditions: 1), the distance to the C a atom of residue i (denoted as d i ) is within the range of [3.5 Å , 6.5 Å ] (58); and 2), the distance to the C a atom of any other residue is >d i . We perform a grid-based exhaustive search for all grid points that satisfy the above two conditions. Then we calculate the volume of R i (denoted as V i ) and its geometric center position P i . The search is confined to a cubic box centered at the C a atom of residue i with edge-length of 13 Å and the grid unit is 0.5 Å . After getting volume V i , n i is estimated as n i ¼ 0.1 Â r w V i . The above two parameters are updated iteratively after protein conformational changes during the fitting process.
Based on the implicit model of hydration shell, the SAXS profile I 0 (s) can be calculated using a coarse-grained representation of N composite globs (each composed of a residue and its nearby water glob, see Fig. 1 ) as
where F 
Modified ENM-based fitting of SAXS profile
We start from two given inputs: an initial high-resolution structure, and a target SAXS profile measured experimentally or simulated from the target structure by the CRYSOL program (54) . We optimize a pseudoenergy that is a linear combination of the following components-the nonbonded mENM energy based on the initial structure (weighted by l), the SAXSfitting score for the target SAXS profile (weighted by 1-l, see below), the mENM energy terms maintaining pseudobonds and secondary structures (weighted by 1), and the collision energy (weighted by 1, see below). We keep the energy terms for pseudobonds and secondary structures with weight 1, because we want to preserve the integrity of local structures during flexible fitting.
The weight parameter l˛[0,1] controls the degree of data fitting: at l~1, the conformational search is restricted near the initial structure with weak fitting to the target SAXS profile; at l~0, the influence of initial structure is very weak with strong fitting to the target SAXS profile. To find an optimal l between 0 and 1, we minimize the pseudoenergy progressively as l decreases from 1 to 0 until the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the initial structure shows saturation (see below).
The total pseudoenergy function is defined as
where E nb is the nonbonded energy based on the initial structure (see Eq. 2), E b is the pseudobonded energy (see Eq. 2), E SS is the nonbonded energy that maintains the secondary structures of a-helices and b-strands (see Eq. 2), and E col is the collision energy between two nonbonded beads defined as
where the collision force constant is C col ¼ 10 and R col is the minimal distance between nonbonded beads in the initial structure (53, 56) . The addition of E col penalizes steric collisions between nonbonded beads that are within a distance of R col . E SAXS is the SAXS-fitting score defined as
where the constant prefactor is f SAXS ¼ 3 Â 10 7 (a large f SAXS is chosen to enable fast fitting that usually terminates after the first round of minimization with l ¼ 0.5), s l is the scattering vector ranging from 0 to 0.5 Å
À1
, I m is the model SAXS profile calculated using Eq. 7, and I t is the target SAXS profile measured experimentally or simulated by CRYSOL (54) . Before the fitting, I t is rescaled so that I t (0) ¼ 1. During the fitting, I m is rescaled by a factor c to minimize the SAXS-fitting score in Eq. 10. A similar SAXS-fitting score (c 2 ) was widely used in previous studies (for example, see Svergun et al. (54)).
For a series of gradually decreasing l-values, the SAXS-fitted model is obtained by minimizing the pseudoenergy in Eq. 7. We use the NewtonRaphson algorithm to solve VE total (l,X min ) ¼ 0 by using the following iterative procedure:
Step 1. Initialization: set n ¼ 0, l 0 ¼ 0.5, and X 0 ¼ X min,0 ¼ X i , where X i represents the bead coordinates of the initial structure.
Step 2. If n > 0, decrease l n to double the ratio (1 -l n )/l n .
Step 3. For conformation X n , calculate the pseudoenergy E n using Eq. 7, then set X min,n ¼ X n if E n reaches a new low.
Step 4. If E n fails to be lowered after 20 iterations, stop minimization and go to Step 7.
Step 5. Displace X n by the following incremental displacement,
where H nb , H SAXS , H b , H SS , and H col are the Hessian matrices calculated from E nb , E SAXS , E b , E SS , and E col , respectively (see Eq. 4).
Step 6. Go to Step 3.
Step 7. Stop if the RMSD to the initial structure saturates (i.e., it increases by <5% from the previous minimization round).
Step 8. Set n ) nþ1 and X n ¼ X min,n ¼ X min,nÀ1 , then go to Step 2.
To reduce accumulation of structural distortions, we limit the magnitude of each incremental displacement (see Eq. 11) %0.2 Å in RMSD. This is attained by adding εI (where I is an identity matrix and ε is an adjustable parameter) to the sum of Hessian matrices such that the linear-equation solution in Eq. 11 satisfies this condition. This idea is akin to the trusted region method used in a recent study of flexible fitting to PDF (41) .
RESULTS
Test cases and modeling evaluation
We have developed what we consider a novel method that flexibly fits a high-resolution protein structure to a given SAXS profile using a modified form of ENM (i.e., mENM) and an implicit model of hydration shell (see Methods). This method is validated using five simulated test cases from previous studies (41, 44) : lysine/arginine/ ornithine (LAO) binding protein (PDB code: 1lst, 2lao), adenylate kinase (PDB code: 1ake, 4ake), maltodextrinbinding protein (PDB code: 1omp, 1anf), lactoferrin (PDB code: 1lfh, 1lfg), and elongation factor 2 (PDB code: 1n0v, 1n0u). Each case consists of two high-resolution xray structures-a target structure used to simulate the target SAXS profile for fitting and an initial structure as the starting model for fitting. The target SAXS profile is simulated using CRYSOL, which is a widely used program that gives fast and accurate simulation of SAXS profiles from known protein structures by taking into account contributions from both the protein and its surrounding hydration shell (54) . The five test cases sample a wide range of protein size (214~819 residues) and conformational change (3.8 Å~14.4 Å in RMSD). We have also assessed our method using three more test cases with experimental SAXS data (see below).
Our method iteratively displaces the initial structure to optimize a pseudoenergy that combines several energy terms that maintain the initial tertiary structure, pseudobonds, secondary structures, and penalize steric collisions, together with an SAXS-fitting score (see Methods). We define the SAXS-fitting score as a sum of squared deviations between a model SAXS profile and a target one (see Eq. 10 in Methods), which is similar to the c 2 score used in previous SAXS-fitting studies (54) . An alternative score, which is based on the PDF derived from a SAXS profile, Biophysical Journal 101(12) 2981-2991 was also used in previous studies (41, 44) . We choose to directly fit a SAXS profile instead of a PDF to avoid the additional uncertainty of constructing a PDF from a SAXS profile (59) . Neither score alone is sufficient for model reconstruction because of the low information content of SAXS data-many different structures may have similarly low SAXS-fitting scores. Therefore, the SAXS-fitting score must be properly combined with other scores to achieve reliable structural modeling.
To unambiguously assess the quality of SAXS-fitted models, we compute the C a -based RMSD between the final model and the target structure (denoted as RMSD t ). It is then compared with the C a -based RMSD between the initial structure and the target structure (denoted as RMSD 0 ). A significant decrease from RMSD 0 to RMSD t indicates a successful flexible fitting. We also compute the C a -based RMSD between the fitted models and the initial structure (denoted as RMSD i ) to assess the extent of conformational change during flexible fitting. The saturation of RMSD i is used as the criterion to terminate the fitting (see below). The results are summarized in Table 1 .
Implicit model accurately accounts for hydration shell contribution to SAXS data
SAXS experiments measure the x-ray scattering intensity of a protein surrounded by a thin shell of solvent after subtracting the bulk solvent background (54) . The presence of hydration shell is attributed to protein-solvent interactions, which result in higher solvent density near protein surface than bulk solvent (60) . The explicit incorporation of a hydration shell was previously found to improve the fitting of experimental SAXS data (55, 58) .
The flexible fitting of SAXS data requires rapid calculation of SAXS profiles for many structural models. To enable efficient calculation of SAXS profiles, a coarse-grained model of protein-solvent system was proposed (58) . In this simplified model, a 3 Å -thick shell of water molecules is added explicitly, and each water molecule (or residue) is approximated by a coarse-grained glob (58) . Despite such simplification, the addition of explicit solvents has two disadvantages: first, it increases the system size significantly, particularly for small proteins; second, it introduces undesirable dependence of SAXS profiles on solvent degrees of freedom (i.e., coordinates of water molecules), so the calculated SAXS profiles need to be averaged over solvent degrees of freedom, which further increases computing cost. To circumvent these problems, we introduce what we believe to be a new implicit model of hydration shell that combines each residue (say, residue i) and its nearby water glob (comprised of water molecules whose nearest residue is residue i) into a composite glob (see Methods and Fig. 1 ). Then we calculate the coarse-grained form factor for each composite glob (see Eq. 6 of Methods), where the contribution of water glob is weighted by w ¼ dr w /r w (relative contrast of hydration shell). The water glob near residue i is characterized by two key parameters (the average number of water molecules n i and the geometric center position P i ), which are not sensitive to solvent degrees of freedom, and can be estimated efficiently without explicitly adding solvents (see Methods).
Next, we will assess the accuracy of our implicit model in describing an explicitly constructed hydration shell. To this end, we have generated a hydration shell using the Fast-SAXS program (58) , which submerges a protein in a water box and keeps those water molecules whose minimal distance to the C a atoms is within the range [3.5 Å , 6.5 Å ]. Then we regroup the water molecules into individual water globs (one water glob per residue)-the water glob near residue i consists of those water molecules whose nearest residue is residue i. Then we count the number of water molecules (denoted as n Next, we will evaluate the accuracy of our coarse-grained calculation of SAXS profiles based on our implicit model of hydration shell (see Eq. 7 of Methods). For w ¼ dr w /r w varying from 0 to 10%, we have calculated SAXS profiles from a crystal structure of hen egg white lysozyme (PDB code: 6lyz), and compared with the experimental SAXS data obtained from the CRYSOL program (54) . The calculated and experimental SAXS profiles fit optimally when w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 3% (c~0.46, see Fig. 2 ). The best fitting of experimental SAXS data by CRYSOL is also achieved when w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 3% (c~0.45, see Fig. 2 ). The good agreement between our coarse-grained calculation and CRYSOL strongly supports its validity in fitting SAXS data. Throughout this study, we take w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 3% by default to simulate target SAXS profiles with CRYSOL and running flexible fitting with mENM.
Consideration of implicit hydration shell improves flexible fitting
In a previous study, the consideration of hydration shell was found to improve the NMA-based flexible fitting of PDF (44) . To evaluate the importance of implicit hydration shell to flexible fitting, we have rerun the fitting with w ¼ dr w / r w ¼ 0 (i.e., without hydration shell), and then compared with the result of w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 3%. Indeed, the Biophysical Journal 101(12) 2981-2991 consideration of hydration shell results in better final models with lower RMSD t in all five cases (see Table 1 ). The greatest improvement is attained for the two biggest proteins: the final RMSD t is lowered from 5.9 Å to 2.1 Å for lactoferrin, and from 10.2 Å to 3 Å for elongation factor 2. We have also tried flexible fitting with other values of w ¼ dr w /r w between 0 and 10%. The result worsens as w ¼ dr w /r w deviates further from 3% (see Table 1 ). Therefore, it is important to choose w ¼ dr w /r w correctly when flexibly fitting SAXS data. In what follows, we will further discuss how to perform flexible fitting without knowing the correct w ¼ dr w /r w .
Flexible fitting without knowing the relative contrast of hydration shell
In our test of flexible fitting so far, it is assumed that we know w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 3%, which is used to simulate the target SAXS profiles by CRYSOL. In practice, w ¼ dr w /r w varies from protein to protein, and it is unknown for experimental SAXS data. How do we perform flexible fitting without knowing w ¼ dr w /r w ?
To meet this challenge, we have repeated the flexible fitting for a range of w ¼ dr w /r w from 0 to 10% (with increment of 1%), and collected 11 final models together with their final SAXS-fitting scores (see Table 1 ). Intuitively, a mismatch in w ¼ dr w /r w would cause poor fitting of the target SAXS data. Indeed, for all except one case, the lowest final SAXS-fitting score is attained at w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 2% or 3% (see Table 1 ). Therefore, one can select the model with the lowest final SAXS-fitting score, which probably corresponds to a roughly correct w ¼ dr w /r w . The same strategy will be used to test our method on experimental SAXS data (see below). We note that the fitted w value may reflect both contributions from hydration shell and the fluctuation of surface residues, which may lead to large variations in w value for different proteins (see below).
Termination criterion for SAXS-based flexible fitting based on saturation of RMSD i
As shown by previous studies (41, 44) , the fitting of lowresolution structural data like SAXS is susceptible to See Table S1 in the Supporting Material for the results of radius of gyration. *RMSD t (relative to target structure) for the model selected based on the termination criterion. y Minimal RMSD t (relative to target structure) of the end models generated by minimization at various l-values. z Minimal RMSD t (relative to target structure) of all the models sampled during minimization at various l-values. overfitting unless it can be terminated before the onset of overfitting. We use the LAO-binding protein as an example to illustrate the overfitting problem. During the first round of minimization at l ¼ 0.5, RMSD t initially decreases from 4.7 Å to 0.9 Å and then increases to 1.2 Å ; it continues to increase during the second round of minimization at l ¼ 0.33 (see Fig. 3 c) . Meanwhile, the SAXS-fitting score continues to decrease during both rounds of minimization, even after RMSD t reaches the minimum (see Fig. 3 b) . Therefore, the continuation of fitting for l < 0.5 will result in overfitting. We note that the minimal RMSD t is reached approximately when RMSD i starts to saturate (i.e., RMSD i does not increase by >5% from previous minimization, see Fig. 3 c) . Therefore, we use RMSD i saturation as the criterion to terminate SAXS-based flexible fitting. Indeed, by using this criterion, the fitting for LAO-binding protein is terminated at l ¼ 0.5. For the other four cases, the use of this criterion often results in the selection of final models with RMSD t close to the minimal RMSD t (see Table 1 ). Therefore, this termination criterion seems to work well in controlling overfitting. An alternative termination criterion based on the relative change in PDF-fitting score was used in a previous study (41) .
Comparison with an alternative method
We have compared the performance of our method with an alternative NMA-based PDF-fitting method (44) using the same five test cases. In all cases (adenylate kinase, LAObinding protein, maltodextrin-binding protein, elongation factor 2, lactoferrin), our method (with final RMSD t ¼ 2 Å , 1.2 Å , 1.1 Å , 3 Å , 2.1 Å , see Table 1 ) performs better than the alternative method (with RMSD t ¼ 2.6 Å , 2 Å , 2 Å , 5.5 Å , >6.4 Å ) (44) . Notably, for lactoferrin, the alternative method failed to generate a fitted model with RMSD t < RMSD 0 , whereas our method has obtained a fitted model with RMSD t~2 .1 Å .
Flexible fitting of experimental SAXS data
Thanks to experimental noise and other errors, it is much more challenging to perform flexible fitting to experimental SAXS data than to simulated data. To meet this great challenge, we have tested our method on the following two cases:
In the first case, we have used the SAXS data collected for the Act domain of GTP pyrophosphokinase. It is a homo-dimer with 176 residues (see Fig. 4 f) , and its structure has been solved by NMR (PDB code: 2ko1, with 20 models). Among all NMR models, the greatest RMSD is found between models No. 14 and 16 (RMSD 0~3 .2 Å ), and the former fits better to the SAXS data, so it is chosen as the target structure, and the latter is chosen as the initial structure. Then we run mENM to fit the experimental SAXS data starting from the initial structure. We have used w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 7%, which yields the lowest SAXSfitting score (see Table 1 ). We note that the relatively high w value is likely due to the high flexibility of this protein, which effectively increases its volume in a way similar to the effect of a hydration shell. Indeed, in the NMR structures of this protein, the C-terminus regions are very floppy. The final fitted model has RMSD t of 1.6 Å . Structural comparison indicates that the model aligns well with the target structure, especially in the C-terminus region that differs most between the initial and target structure (see Fig. 4 f) . The fitting moderately reduces the difference in SAXS profiles (see Fig. S1 f in the Supporting Material).
The second case is cytochrome c with 105 residues. We have used the SAXS data collected by Grishaev et al. (55) . A crystal structure (PDB code: 1crc) is used as the target structure. To generate an initial model, we have used the Flexweb server (http://flexweb.asu.edu/software/ first/first_online_newsim/) to generate 500 conformations starting from 1crc (with energy cutoff of À3 kcal/mol). We keep the final model of the simulation with RMSD 06 Å . Then we run mENM to fit the experimental SAXS data starting from the initial model. We have used w ¼ dr w /r w ¼ 1%, which yields the lowest SAXS-fitting score (see Table 1 ). The fitting results in a final fitted model with RMSD t of 3.5 Å . Structural comparison indicates that the model aligns reasonably well with the target structure (see Fig. 4 g) . The fitting is found to greatly reduce the difference in SAXS profiles (see Fig. S1 g) .
To further test our method, we have applied it to a third experimental test case of myosin V that involves a large conformational change between two biochemical states (see Supporting Material). 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have developed, to our knowledge, a new computational method to flexibly fit a given protein structure to a SAXS profile using a coarse-grained model. Our method uses a modified form of ENM that allows large-scale conformational changes while maintaining pseudobonds and secondary structures and avoiding residue collisions. In addition, we model the hydration shell implicitly by combining each residue and its nearby water glob into a composite glob, which allows accurate and efficient calculation of SAXS profiles.
Compared with the explicit modeling of hydration shell (44), our implicit model has the following advantages: 1), It does not increase the system size and is therefore computationally cheaper. 2), It avoids possible interference with conformational changes caused by adding waters into the interdomain cleft, which may prevent domain closing. 3), It allows the implicit hydration shell to expand or shrink (with constant thickness) as a protein undergoes large conformational changes, which is not possible if a fixed number of explicit waters is added.
In principle, the flexible fitting of a high-resolution structure to low-resolution data like SAXS profiles is prone to overfitting, because the many degrees of freedom involved in fitting are generally insufficiently constrained by the given data. In our method, we take the following measures to control overfitting: 1), The total number of degrees of freedom is reduced by using a coarse-grained model and maintaining the pseudobonds and the secondary structures. 2), The flexible fitting is timely terminated when RMSD i (relative to the initial structure) starts to saturate. (This termination criterion seems to work well for our test cases (see Table 1 ).) We have also visually inspected the final models and did not find serious structural distortion indicative of overfitting (see Fig. 4 ).
The quality of SAXS-based flexible fitting ultimately depends on the level of degeneracy of SAXS data (i.e., the abundance of alternative conformations with low SAXSfitting score and their accessibility from the initial structure). The higher the degeneracy, the harder it is to construct the correct model from SAXS data. To improve the sampling of conformations compatible with the given SAXS profile, one can start flexible fitting from multiple initial structures (for example, different x-ray/NMR structures or those obtained from extensive MD simulations). The selection of correct model from the ensemble of fitted models may require additional information and processing. Indeed, given the limitation of SAXS data, it is highly desirable to integrate them with other structural information and modeling techniques to achieve optimal performance (61).
Our SAXS-based flexible fitting method complements alternative methods that optimize the fitting of structural data (SAXS or cryo-EM) using Monte Carlo sampling (11, 12) , MD simulation (48) (49) (50) 62) , and coarse-grained simulation (52) . Our method is based on the optimization of a pseudoenergy that is computationally fast but susceptible to trapping at local minima, whereas the alternative methods like Monte Carlo and MD are computationally more expensive but also capable of more extensive sampling. One can see that the fitted models are very similar to the target structures (i.e., the dark-shaded and light-shaded traces follow each other closely), which supports the finding of small RMSD t between the fitted models and target structures (see Table 1 ). For a comparison of SAXS profiles based on the initial structures, fitted models, and target structures, see Our flexible fitting method assumes the target SAXS data are based on a single target conformation that is distinct from the initial structure. In reality, experimentally measured SAXS data are a weighted average of multiple SAXS profiles based on an ensemble of conformations. To explore such an ensemble-effect, we have considered a situation where the SAXS data to be fitted are a weighted average of two SAXS profiles-one based on a known initial structure and the other based on an unknown target structure. We have found that our flexible fitting method works well as long as the unknown target structure dominates the SAXS data or the weight of the target structure is known (see Supporting Material). Future study will be needed to treat the ensemble aspect of SAXS data for flexible fitting in a comprehensive way.
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